BODY WIRING DIAGRAM

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND WIRING INSTALLATION

- Right Stop & Directional Feed Wire (Purple)
- Left Stop & Directional Feed Wire (Pink)
- Tail-Light & License Plate Light Feed Wire (Black)
- Gas Gauge Feed Wire (Brown)
- Dome Lamp Feed Wire (Orange)
- Dome Lamp Ground Wire (White)

- Front Plug
- Left Front Door Jamb Switch (White)
- Right Front Door Jamb Switch (White)
- Gas Gauge Wire (Brown)
- Dome Lamp Feed Wire (Orange)
- Dome Lamp Ground Wire (White)
- Right Tail Light Wire (Black)
- Right Stop & Directional Light Wire (Purple)
- License Plate Light Wire Right & Left (Black)
- Left Tail Light Wire (Black)
- Left Stop & Directional Light Wire (Pink)
- Harness Assembly - Body Wiring

For 1955 Chevrolet 1019, & 1019D Body Styles
1955 CHEVROLET
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND WIRING INSTALLATION
SPECIAL COUPE

CONNECTOR

4. RIGHT STOP & DIRECTIONAL LIGHT FEED WIRE (PURPLE)
5. LEFT STOP & DIRECTIONAL LIGHT FEED WIRE (PINK)
6. TAIL & LICENSE PLATE LIGHT FEED WIRE (BLACK)
7. GAS GAUGE FEED WIRE (BROWN)
8. CORNER LAMP FEED WIRE (ORANGE)
9. CORNER LAMP GROUND WIRE (WHITE)

RIGHT FRONT DOOR JAMB SWITCH WIRE (WHITE)
LEFT CORNER LAMP FEED WIRE (ORANGE)
LEFT CORNER LAMP GROUND WIRE (WHITE)

RIGHT CORNER LAMP FEED WIRE (ORANGE)
RIGHT CORNER LAMP GROUND WIRE (WHITE)

RIGHT TAIL LIGHT WIRE (BLACK)
RIGHT STOP & DIRECTIONAL LIGHT WIRE (PURPLE)

GAS GAUGE WIRE (BROWN)

LEFT FRONT DOOR JAMB SWITCH WIRE (WHITE)

HARNESS ASSEMBLY - BODY WIRING
LEFT LICENSE PLATE LIGHT WIRE (BLACK)
LEFT TAIL LIGHT WIRE (BLACK)
LEFT STOP & DIRECTIONAL LIGHT WIRE (PINK)

CONVERTIBLE COUPE

CONNECTOR

A. RIGHT STOP & DIRECTIONAL LIGHT FEED WIRE (PURPLE)
B. LEFT STOP & DIRECTIONAL LIGHT FEED WIRE (PINK)
C. TAIL LIGHT & LICENSE PLATE LIGHT FEED WIRE (BLACK)
D. GAS GAUGE FEED WIRE (BROWN)
E. COURTESY LIGHT FEED WIRE (ORANGE)
F. COURTESY LIGHT GROUND WIRE (WHITE)

POWER FEED (TAN)

RIGHT COURTESY LIGHT FEED WIRE (ORANGE)
RIGHT COURTESY LIGHT GROUND WIRE (WHITE)
RIGHT DOOR JAMB SWITCH WIRE (WHITE)

GAS GAUGE WIRE (BROWN)

LEFT TAIL LIGHT WIRE (BLACK)

LEFT DOOR JAMB SWITCH WIRE (WHITE)
LEFT COURTESY LIGHT FEED WIRE (ORANGE)
LEFT COURTESY LIGHT GROUND WIRE (WHITE)

HYDRAULIC MOTOR CONNECTION UP (RED)
HYDRAULIC MOTOR CONNECTION DOWN (DARK GREEN)

RIGHT TAIL LIGHT WIRE (BLACK)
RIGHT STOP & DIRECTIONAL LIGHT WIRE (PURPLE)
LEFT STOP & DIRECTIONAL LIGHT WIRE (PINK)

RIGHT LICENSE PLATE LIGHT WIRE (BLACK)
LEFT LICENSE PLATE LIGHT WIRE (BLACK)

HARNESS ASSEMBLY
BODY & HYDRAULIC TOP CONTROL WIRING

Litho in U.S.A.  
F.B.S. 11-26-54
CHEVROLET 1955 Direction Signal & Neutral Safety—Backup Light Switch
The above drawing is a schematic wiring diagram of the "Special Order Power Window and Seat Circuit" of a 1019 - 19D Style. The circuits for other styles which take the Special Order equipment are similar.
The above drawing is a schematic wiring diagram of the Special Order Power Window and Seat Circuit of the 1062F and 1062DF styles. The circuits for other Station Wagon styles which take the Special Order equipment are similar.
CHEVROLET 1955 Power Windows & Seat